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—meanderings by lichtman

THE CASE OF THE MIBSIN3 CO-EDITOR

Arv Underman came visiting the other 
day. As a result of the visit, thia issue 
doesn*t have wrap-around covers. Neither 
does it have several pages of wit and hum
or by Arv Underman.

I had prepared about half a dozen masters by the time that Ain,' got here. These 
were all proof-read, illustrated and ready to run off. Arv ‘took a look at them, than 
said, “you’re the limit, Lichtman." He then launched into a monologue on how I was 
burning myself out. He finished with a "lou’re +£e limit, Lichtman," and repeated
it several times for effect.

“Well, er,” I countered, “here’s that Bergeron illustration I said I was saving 
for your SAPSzine." I pulled it cut of We envelope and handed it to him. He took 
a critical look at it end said, “Well, maybe I’ll draw my own cover this time." He 
handed it back. Then he said, “you know, I started reading part of the SAPS mailing 
last night. I went through the mailing and picked out trie zines I thought would bo 
interesting, but dammit only one of them was." He said which on® but I’ll omit that 
because it might embarrass some people. It wasn’t mine, anyway.

“Have you done any work on your SAPS zine yet?" I asked. He looked at me and 
said, "Hell, no." Then he said, «I think I’m going to quit SAPS. There’s just no
thing worth reading in the mailings, it seems." He continued, “I’ll put out another 
zine or two, maybe one for the spring mailing, but then I’m going to quit it." Whether 
or not he will is a moot point. Arv has quit fandom several times.

BI wrote a letter to Bill Evans about FAPA credentials,*5 he said. “I told him 
about SPIANATO (-the title of Arv3 s SAPSzine—bl> but I didn’t have a copy to send Mm. 
Do you think he’ll accept that as credentials?8 “Sure," I eaid, "he’ll check with 
Dick Eney, like it said in the FA, and you’ll be okay. If that doesn’t work, he111 
probably consider Psi-phi as credentials." “FAPA," Underman went on, "is lots better 
than SAPS. Mainly, you don’t have to publish so damned much. Eight pages a year is 
easy and there’s good stuff in the mailings, too."

"But are you going to do an issue of SPIANaTO for the January SAPS mailing?" I 
asked. “Well," Arv said, "I’ll see about it. But like I said, there’s not much 
worth reading in the mailings." He went on to say that he’d been reading stuff like 
OEdipus Rex and he was going to read some dull 900—page booK, the title of wnich I 
forget, over the vacation. Then he spent a good deal of time telling me about people 
ho’d met at Stanford, people who all sound like hyper-Burbees when it comes to telling 
humorous anecdotes.

Just before Arv had to go, I asked, "Are you going to write a couple pages of 
editorial for Psi-Phi this time?" “No," he answered, "I’m going to quit fandom. Ex
cept for FAPA, that is. You can have this issue of Psi"?hi all to yourself."
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BDoes that mean you’re net going to be co—editor of Xsi-^hi anyraD*.t I qv^rlod.

«Hell, no,9 Arv concluded, SI311 be back for the summer issue.” As he walked off, 
he added, "But I’m quitting fandom anyway.”

COLLIE GOli^G

In the last issue, I gave a brief run-down of what college each LAibF member was 
going to. I wasn’t quite sirs then what college Don Durward was going to, so I kidded 
about it. It turns out that he’s with me at UCLA. As a metter of fact, ne .^.cndly (foi 
e slight monetary consideration) transports me to and from school every day.

I have written for other fansines stories of registration end pre-enrollment, 
though .these haven’t appeared in print yet. And I wrote a short descriptive essay 
concerning the Campus and Vestwood Village for my N’APAzine (KTP #4, in the March 
1961 mlH»g). But I haven’t written anything about whet the classes themselves are 
like for publication, so I might Just do that here.

This semester I decided to break into the college game easily and so I only sign
ed up for 13 units. These are 4 units of French ('bo finish up my foreign language 
requirement forevermore), 3 units of English 1A, 3 units oi Life science, 2 units of 
Algebra, and 3 unit of Anny RDTC. Next semester I neve pre-enrolled for 3 units each 
ofJ3nglish 13, Philosophy 6A, Calculus & Anal Gearn 3A, Sociology 1, Life Science IB, 
and one unit of Army EOTC. Whether or not I get those is indeterminate at the nom- 
emt, but I expect I’ll get all of them because I signed up for them as soon as I 
could. If I don’t get one, I will get Political Science 1 (alsc known as Snap Course 
lAj it5e a Requirement-Filler) instead.

French class is somewhat of an anomaly. During high school French—the last two 
years of it anyway—the classes were loaded to the brim with pretty, pretty girls. 
The teacher was an amiable, quite nice middle-age lady, who used to keep us attentive 
by telling about things she did when in France. It took us a while to tatch onto the 
fact that she was in France not just recent-
ly, but during the 1930s. But my point is, 
there were many, ^sny pretty girls in the 
class and things were generally pleasant. 
My college French section is a horse of an 
entirely0different color. Here there are 2
pretty girls out of a class with about 2D 

And one of the pretty ones isgirls in it. 
the teecher! This sounds like sort of a
’•Father Knows Best” sort of situation, the 
thing you run across only in situation com
edies on television, but here it is, and I’m 
rather enjoying it. Our professor is in 
her 30s, but she looks not a day over 20. 
Really. She’s French, has a fine sense of 
humor, and occasionally gets off ^n the 
most amazing tangents in class. For in
stance, the other day wo began reading

tv

CA11 right, 
sell you a

theMoliere’s fiL a Bourgeois GgntJLlhoinmeH . But • 
before we actually got around to starting the 
play in class, she conducted a 10-15 minute discussion on the 
th century French nobility, Too bad I forgot to take notes

if you insist. I’ll 
prozine from under 
counter.”

sex habits of seventhen-

- £

English 1A is also a rather weird class. Our TA started 
right groove by saying that he didn’t see how anyone in their

off -the year in the 
ri kt mind would subject



^7 
himself tc a course In English I,. «I I couldn’t pass it if I had tn take it over 

and mentioned he’s once started to read Dianetics. «is anyone familiar with the boik^
ZWaS °ne Xth® cU®8 -®ise hend «nd &Cmit I’d heard of it

resu...vea in my being asxes by several puople how they could get hold of a conv * 
The section I'm in seems mostly to be a group of poor writers. Like, I got the onli* 
A n^dea out so far Ud, semester... it ... ... a tr
wixng,8* ~ r 1

Life Science is an imposing name for a general biology course. This is the only 
course I have -this semester that actually has a lecture section) all the others are 
small classes._ Our professor has an interesting sense of humor. Often he will otand 
*2 minutes giving a highly derailed description of some insignificant function of an 
coscure fisn or insect. Not long ago, thoi^h, he ran up against a snag in this sort 

speeding: be whs hard-put to g et arounr" using a rather vulgar term for the excret
ion of bass. Whether or not one need attend hia lectures is a moot point 
once asked thia, just before the first test, ’’Sure," he 
tLe xectures you don't get 'to hear my jokes, and I make 
on the test.’*

Someone
said, -If you don't attend
sure to ask you one of them

Algebra, despite the efforts of the TA, is somewhat
it’s because of the TA that it la. Rather than allowing us a little time <v 
questions about the problems we’ve been running up against in our homo assignments, he

• nr. +« much time each meeting proving this or that theoHKD on the black-delights in spending

horing. Come tc think of it.
to ask

b;ard. Usually these theorems he prowes, 
hie, are ones that rr-. all the class al- 
rcady knows. But tills seems to be the 
College Way...

ROfC is at once a barrel of laughs and 
a puin in the neck- I’m in Army ROTO, 
m-dnly because the group I wanted to sign 
up for, which was Air Foi-ce HOTS, had a 
lin< about three times as long when I was 
enrolling. Now I’m rather glad I’m in Ar
my, because Air Force is getting the raw 
end of a split program this time. One sem
es car Usey have only half a unit, then they 
follow this with a 2^ unit saaost&r. Army', 
on the other hand, for the first year is 
om unit each semester. Next year it jumps 
io two dur semester. I’m hoping that by 
th; time the Regents of the Universityuwill 
ha-e decided to make it voluntary rather1 
corpuleoxy and I can quietly drop out. A 
Those first two semesters we are subjected 
tc one hour each of drill and class each 
vew. In class so far we have learned 

all about the oxganization of the Army 
and also how to fire a rifle. On this 
last I am sorry to report that I am 
rather an indifferent snot, which will 
probably not be to my good when finals 
roll around. The Army has a habit of 
nimeographing many hand-outs and dis
tributing them in class. I once set
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part of my class into mass confusion by sitting down and beginning to read a copy of 
Boyd Raeburn's FAPAzins, which just happens to resemble to a great degree an Army 
handout. In drill, where 1 get to wear a real uniform, goshwow, I usually manage to 
get things all messed up by not doing rifle movements quite right. Also, I find it 
damned hard to Keep In Step during parades. This could just be because one officer 
will start counting cadence and when I get in step 
with his count he will stop. This is okay fur a 
while, and I manage to keep in step all right. 
But then another officer starts counting and I 
find he invariably starts with a “Left, right., 
left, right..." when everyone else is following 
the other officer3 s count and is doing a ’’Right, 
left...right, leftt..w Confusion, it’s wonder
ful. This sort cf thing happened the other day, 
but by now I’ve gotten a stock explanation for 
anyone who says I’m out of step. I refer to the 
officer with the most authority and pint out that 
Um in step with him.

Between classes all us ex-Inglewood High
types congregate at the Agriculture Library. More specifically, we meet in its- ante- 
room. Why the Ag Library, you ask? Because, dear reader, it3 s the most deserted 
library in the entire school. There are v—e-r-y few agriculture majors around any
more and, in fact, next semester sometime the College of Agriculture is going to move 
out of UCLA entirely and we will be out of a convenient study-argue-chitterchatter 
room.

Which is perhaps a good thing, because with many People Zou Know in the same 
rocsn, much studying doesn't get done.

PSI -PHI3 s V e ry Own Gnurrsery Rhyme

I think the world will never merit

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

The author of the poem to the left, 
that is. His full name is Calvin. Warren

The vegetable we call the carrot.
The golden yellow phallic symbol
Which makes the rabits quick and nimble 
The leafy top, the munchy root 
Which you should never, at it, hoot.
Poem.3 are made by fools who dare it 
But only God could eat a carrot.

— Calvin V. Demon

’’Biff" Demmon and he goes to school in 
Berkeley, Capital of the Fannish World. 
The poem arrived in today’a mail, about 
toe time I was composing page two of 
this editorial-thing, and I decided I 
might as well use it. I’d put it in the 
editorial cff by itself, I figured. "I 
might as well use it," was about the way 
I put it. I said somethin else too.
but I think you car. guess what so I won' t 

quote myself here. Besides, quoting oneself is pretty ostentatious. It shows a good 
deal of conceit. But I never claimed to be modest, did I?

Back to the subject at hand... Calvin Warren "Biff" Demm'-n (to whom we shall 
refer as Cal Demmon, because it isn’t so much trouble to type) is some kind of a fan. 
That is, he is a member of CRAP ("Kot quite, just a half-member* he corrected me when 
I told him this when he denied being a fan) and he publishes in addition a weekly news
letter entitled *SKOAN*' (the*s are vi tal and it'1 s a clever-obscure way of saying 
"Some Kind Of A Nut") which he says he is goirg to fold after ths tenth (GiantXmae) 
issue because it’s not fun anymore. Calvin is tall and he is rotund, but he is not 
as'rotund as Brucs Pels. At least it doesn't show as much. He wears glasses when he 
reads and other times when he forgets to take them off.

When xirst he got into CRAP as half of the joint membership of Jerry Knight and



Calvin Dwson, someone (I thirst .. was Syl
via Whits) accused him of being a hoax be- 
g vof the denanon knight tieup in the two 
names* But I think Sylkia believes in him 
now.

The other day I was talking with Calvin 
for the first time since last September when 
he left for Berkeley. It seems "that someone 
else noticed the tieup between Demiaon-K night 
and demon knight. In this case it was one 
of Cal’s old "friends,*8 Tom McCormick. Be
fore Cal and J erry came back down here for 
Xmas vacation, Tom went around telling every
one who knew Cal that J e ■ . and Cal had col

laborated on a stozy and sold it to Galaxy. It s the damon knight story in one of 
the recent issues. So the fl vst 'Ghing that Cal was greeted with w^en he got off the 
bus coming down was, "Did you really write that story in the latest Qslaxy?" This was 
what his mother asked him. "Hello, son," she said, "did you write that story in the 
latest Galaxy?" Calvin had a pretty s-ood answer for that. "No" was how he phrased 
it, since he has taken English 1a too and knows that he should be economical with 
words.

It seems that news of a budding young writer spreads pretty fast, because Cal 
said that nearly everyone he met asked him thia question. "No*1 remained his standard 
reply. Then suddenly the questions took a different tack. "No^1 Calvin would reply 
when asked if he and Jerry Knight had collaborated on a story for H.L. Gold’s prozine. 
Then his inquisitors would counter with, "Well, why don’t you???"

Calvin doesn’t have any answer for that. He hasn’t seen To® McCormidr. srince he 
<ob dow. here from Berkeley, After mentioning than I hadseen him just the say be
fore, I asked Cal what he was going to say to him when he saw him.

"I’m not going to say anything," Cal rqplied. "I’m just going to pop him one in 
the nose, that’s all."

W’T HE, ER, REGULAR ----Ui--------------------- —

I have a theory. "Each individual fansine exists in its own space-time contin- 
vur.” That’s s pretty good theory which may seem obvious. But I’ll tell you about 
it anyway, because it’s My Theory.

Most of youf,I presume, receive Boyd Raeburn’s A SAS. If you don’t, then perhaps 
you get Terry Carr’s itoUQIDO. And if you don’t, choose your own highly irregular 
famine to work from. GWE, for instance. Or OOFSLA. Or even SKYHOOK. PSI-PHI will 
do as a last resort.

Anyway, do you notice that when, once every year or so, you get an issue of one 
of these highly irregular magazines and sit down to read it, that you suddenly scant 
remembering what happened in the issue before so you will understand the references 
that are made to that lest issue in the durrent one? (If this weren’t being written 
co masters st, you cun bet I'd rewrite that sentenced) All of a sudden, things you 
hadn*t thought about for months some to the front of your conscious and you Know 
what 1s being diecussed refers to something in the last issue.

■yell, I do- (If you don't, then you are wasting your time reading this particular 
subtitle, and rd suggest you move on to the next one.) Maybe I'm extraordiMiy, though
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s>nce Fans ire Cosmic-Minded (st least they claim to be), I doubt it. Jack Harness, 
if this isn’t the case with you, I am going to be very disillusioned wit! sientolqgy. 
However, Art Rapp seams to be one fan who doesn’t rem amber things veiy tex back. I 
guess there are others, too,, now that I think of it. Hail*

I had a theory

HO, HO, HO, MEBBERRBY CHRISTMASl

This issue of PSI-PHI is doubling as my Christmas card for 'his year, even though 
rest of you won’t get it until after Christmas. I appreciate the cards I’ve received 
in the mail (where else?) but I can’t afford to do up a general mailing of Christmas 
cards to these and other people who deserve them. So this issue of Psi-Phi is the 
result. When I said ”csnf(t afford” up there, I meant really that it would be •
waste of money. I can mail this issue 
card to you. (On overseas copies, the 
it even looks like a Giant xmas C&rd= 
Reading On Christaaa Cards Movement.

less than it would cost me to mail a
rings is 4^1) With the cover of this issue, 

for the MoreMaybe this nukes me eligible

people who complained a- 
bout poor duplication in the 
last issue were quite right. Ths
reproduction stank, and it was 
on account of a bunch of ditto 
masters that backfired on me. 
issue ought to be a lot better

This 
in 
do zbreproduction—and since I have 

up most of the pages already, I 
know it is. As might be expected
the articles by Singer, Speer 
and Ebert in the last issue drew' 
a lot of comment, especially 
the Singer article which aven 
got 2 articles in return. There 
isn’t a lettered in this issue 
but in ths Sth number, which 
should be out next augmer, 
we will present the most cog
ent comments received. We .also 
hope to have our co-editcr back. 
We miss him and hate like hell 
writing sis pages of this issue 
ourselves, even i£ it is Fas
cinating and Witty. (And bes
ides, we didnc t have anything 
to fit in of appropriate length 
of nature.)

So. The very best of 
holiday greetings from me to 
you, and I’ 11 see you next 
summer with issue #8, with lots 
of stuff in it held over from 
last time. OK? ok...

<e
■

t

’beat9---- Cappa chino
tanies just like cocoal”

gGee—it!s easy to be

—Bob Lichtman
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THE MOST COLOSSAL EPIC uF OUR TIME

On 'the technical side, Steve Tolliver, with his usual ingenuity, has designed us 
a magnificent new camera consisting of a cigar box and a toilet paper tube. A 360- 
de-ree screen will be used which will shtdnk and engulf the struggling audience to 
complete ’the womb-like effect which is so necessary to the realism cf this fantasy 
world. Scents will be liberally used; Sauron’s under-arm odor is expected to wipe 
out all but the more hardy members of the audience. In addition, wet tier effects 
will be created through the use of dry ice dropped from a small airplane scheduled 
tc fly over the theater at opportune moments.

As for the theater itself, we plan to build a gigantic structure on the summit 
of Mount Kilimanjaro to which the spectators will be carried in sedan chairs. All 
people will see the movie in a foetal position and be fed intravenously, so as not 
to mar the escapist effect.

And as for the filming, it should take us about four days to film it all. We 
will use The Hobbit as a ten-minute prologue to The Lord of the Rings. The latter 
will take three hundred years to show with three reincarnations for the appendix 
alone. We will have five intermissions, during each of which the Vatusi tribe of 
Africa has promised to do their famous fertility rites. Refreshments will be pro- 
vsded by the Salvation Army, after the complete performance, a 450-foot stotue of 
J.R.R. Tolkien made of solid diamonds will be shot out of the ground on hydraulics, 
whereupon 6000 children from the underfed countries of the world will sing a chorus 
of ”God Bless Our Happy Home.” Immediately following this, special aeronautics will 
be provided by the combined Soviet and U.S. air Forces (in peaceful competition) alorg 
with all the migratory birds of New Zealand. Ve have made plans for Christ to make 
a return appearance at this time and will welcome him with a ticker-tope parade, 
music supplied by the Tel-aviv Marching Sand (palm branches are Out this year). Satan 
is also expected to show up and will arrive on a golden platter berna aloft by four 
thousand screeiaing Hindu Mendicants- After a ..Icoining speech by toe Governor- 
General of Yucatan, an exhibition bout between the two will be staged for the bene
fit of homeless Hottentots. The sun will then go super-nova, and to cap our show 
off, ths Diety will will finally be forced to explain himself.

Sound good? We think so. Admittedly, we haven’t got quite enough funds to see 
our project through yet, but we are confident that when once our plans are publicized 
every parson in the world will 
their life-time income and all 
sessions.

give us $400,000 apiece along with the sum total cf 
their valuable pos-

Wehave carefully selected 
ers drawing on all the talents 
the person most suited to play

our cast of charact•
cf the world to 
each individual

We hope you will agree with our selections?

get- 
part

Frodo - Boris Karloff, known for his warmth 
humanity

Sara - Steve Reeves
pippin - Alfred Hitchci’ck
Merry - Buster Keaton
Saruman — Judas — for the first time in yaars, he 

will once more feeturn to toe stage as the 
master of invective and sneers, at his 
standard price of 30 pieces of silver

Gimli - Tab Hunter
Legolas - Lenny Bruce
Gollum - Norman Vincent Fesle

and
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THE MOST COLOSSAL EPIC OF ALL TIME .1

And now, unbelievable as it may seera, the first stops coward our greax goal (the 
conquest of the Known Universe) have been taken. Meanwhile, we are still crying to 
film The Lord of the Rings* Under the remarkable direction of a young Genian immig
rant, Richard Wagner (who bears a striking resemblance to Paul Stanbery, a friend of 
ours who publishes fanzines), Head of Latex Productions («We Always Stretch Our Point”) 
we are committing The Hobbit to Edison Cylinders for radio performance, utilizing the 
vast resources of General Smirnoff and his'Radio Corporation of Cuba staff. The fact 
that it will probably never be completed is relatively minor besides the fact that 
we are able so effectively to rationalize.

The first chapter alone takes up over 34,000 Cylinders, which, by the way, run 
for half a minute each. General Smirnoff has tried to convince the young Edison (who 
bears a striking resemblance to Paul Stanbery) that we are in desperate need of an 
extended play cylinder, but to no effect, as Edison considers it too radical a scheme.

Richard Wegner plays Gandalf (Wagner is obviously a genius, but needs a lot of 
developing) and a young Los Angeles mathematician, Al Einstein (who bears a striking 
resemblance to Paul Stanbery), plays Bilbo.

The hardest 
eating (recorded 
exploding during

part of recording was the sound effects utilized, such as dwarves 
at the last playboy Jazz Festival), and the sound of crashing tanks 
the Battle of the Bulge (for the sound of Dwarfs being eaten.)

Although we have not finished the second chapter of The Hobbit? and have apparent- 
ly failed, the fact that we are still able to rationalize does offer some hope.

Meanwhile, our plans for a Tolkien Society are beginning to bear fruit. The first 
issue of our official, organ, WORMTONGUE, will be published in a few months. F.M. Bus
by, noted throughout fandom for his singular sanity, has objected to our use of The 
Omnipotent Overseers of the truest for Projects of Unsurpassable Stupidity as a title. 
Bruce Pels has admirably defended this, pointing out that we all are immature neurot
ics, and has promised to him Busby the next time he sees him. He made some addition
al points, but the main point is that this is The Omnipotent Overseers of the quest 
for Projects of Unsurpassable Stupidity, and as such will stay. For we do overlock, 
and we are unsurpassably stupid; what other name so well covers the subject?

Then Dick Schultz (who bears a strikii^ resemblance to his father) wrote, sayirg 
that the requirement of 18 rejection slips .would discourage many fen. That, Dick, is 
exactly the idea. Ws intend to discourage fen, who, like Busby, have any mer sure of 
sanity or success, or lack out ability to rationalize effectively. Seventeen reject
ion slips will not do — it is an indication of success — we must have at least 18. 
Anyone who raads The Fellowship of the Ring in less than four days is also considered 
unworthy of membership.

Whatever original manuscripts are sent to us do not even have to be suitable for 
publication; they may contain obscene terns and scAtalogical references, but chances 
are they will end up in KDRMTONGUE.

It is becoming increasingly apparent that our ultimate goal of conquering the 
Universe must inevitably be realized someday. I only hope when it cornea that I will 
be able to rationalize effectively.

— Bill Meyers & Ken Seagle
IHlHIH'tHHiHtMllUM U > III »»U H»UtH H»»U II .HtmiUtHIH |l MM iHUti » • •«»• •• • HH»H« MH MIHM HWHItl »; I.HtH HIM nil. »i» »«•*•«««* • •• M»* •

Pressing onward, the next thing up for eyetrecking is by the first half of the 
team that wrote the above. Meyers turns serious momentarily to present ans
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In other words, it could be done} it's not an impossibility — I’m afraid Johnstone’s 
idea is.

The suggested background music stands conspicuously as a revealing testament to 
someone's atrocious musical taste. A haphazard potpourri of musical excerpts coula 
have been a far more nerve-wracking effect than the cheap background music utilized 
by the Hollywood that Johnstone is trying to break away from. Johnstone says ”..it 
is apparent that most of the music for the final production will have to be original.” 
It is apparent that it will all have 'bo be original} 
it will have to be a complex structure of inter
woven melodies of such artistic greatness that 
to justify completely all the moods of Tol
kien’s acrid such composers as Vagner, 
Debussy, and Schoenberg at their peaks 
would pall in comparison. and Johnstone 
plans to commission Igor Stravinsky... 
It is true that such a work could only 
be conceived in the mind of one gen
ius; and I’m afraid, with 
respect to Paul Stanbery, 
genius doe sn’t exi st.

all due 
that

At any rate, even if e rando®
collation of mood music were to be 
sleeted, the list Fields contributes 
is impossibly stupid. He has a 
knack for picking out the worst 
item of a composer’s lifetime out
put. I am very much surprised that 
he failed to choose for the Battle 
of Pelennor Fields Beethoven1 3 "Vei
ling ten'3 Victory.” It seems sc 
apropos in regard to the rest of the 
music. Out of all Wagner’s vast 
output. Fields picks ’’Forest Mur
muring s,” a rickety framswork of 
schmaltzy tunes glued together by 
Humperdinck that happened to 
strike his tin ear. Fields finds 
no place for Alfred Newman’s Cruc
ifixion Scene from "The Robe”, 
definitely the peak of Newman’s car
eer, bub comes up with the Rescue 
of Demetrius, one of the poorest 
bits in the movie. Fields could do 
better by whirling around blindfolded 
at random.

Ri'

in front of his records end jabbing his finger

-rd uk

It would be easy to take this whole fiasco point by point, but that is not my 
initial purpose (besides, I have only half a ream of paper). What I am trying bo get 
over is that J.R.R. Tolkien is Great — and I use Great in the "immortal" sense of 
the word, not ts a synonym for "good" or ”truefine” — he is perhaps the greatest 
writer of the Twentieth Century. To make a motion picture completely justifying 
Tolkien’s books, it would take people equally as Greet in film-making as Tolkien is 
in writing. I’m afraid no one in Johnstone’s crew fills the bill. I’m not sure there 
is anyone in the world who could. But until someone pops up who does, let’s not let
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Science, despite assurances by 
blurb-writers to the contrary, has 
really not caught, up with science 
fiction. The pathetic and perhaps 
fatal fact is that science fiction has 
not yet caught up with science. And 
perhaps it never will. It's obvious 
that modern science fiction can dis- 
play very little serious effort to 
instill solid scientific content into 
its offerings. This is nothing new; 
one of the classical arguments against 
the geni’e is that it misguides easily- 
impressed youth ^ith official-sounding 
pseudo-science-

In the past five years, however, 
stf has replaced even pseudo-science, 
with a new brand of homogenized, ecto
plasmic science that® 3 so hazy and non- 
committal that its author could be try
ing to prove almost anything and be 

"It’s a Christmas card from you know 
who. It says ’Drop dead end take your 
fanzine with you6."

correct. Too lazy to research their science and toe. wary to fake it, today1 s stf 
authors too often steer a dull middle course by avoiding it. Thus we have the "space 
opera": certain things are presupposed—faster-then-light drive, time travel, what 
have you—and then injected into the story with no plausible explanation of their 
workings.

Now, it is dangerous enough to presuppose inventions or attitudes in mainstream 
fiction, where the nineteen-sixties have seen a growing trend to assume or pre suppose 
that mass consumption is bad. that the "man in the grey flannel suit* is i 530 tgeto 
unhappy, or that Mary’s unhappy love affair with John can all be explained by ^reud. 
But it is disastrous to "assume" similar things in stf, because- .even ths carefully 
thought-out fictional antecedents of such suppositions have no existence outside their 
author’s imaginations. This leads to sloppy plotting and story construction, not "mind- 
stretching’’ or "brilliant flights of 'the imagination,” as some ’would have it. Asimov 
was brilliant when he devised his Three Laws of-Robotics; John Dos is dull when he as
sumes that all robots must therefore act that way . Doe is also .cheating unless he 
mentions Asimov’s carefully thought-out theses, as some authors have done.

Authors like Hal Clement, usually Asimov, Arthur Clarke and perhaps half a dozen 
more, represent the hard core of "thinkers8* who seem to be furnishing possibilities 
for endless rehashing by the "supposers’* of today’s stf mark at. Clement has written 
only a handful of stf, by comparitivs standards, and yet its content is so colid and 
sound and imaginative that dozens of stories have been worked out of it by other au
thors. Other authors, like Shirley Jackson, Senna Henderson, and sometimes Wilson 
Tucker or Jack Finney or Theodore Sturgeon, are concentrating primarily on the char
acters end situations, rather than the scientific means, and so leas frequently ar® 
guilty of scientific slipshoddedness- (it’s worth mentioning here that most of the 
stories in this last group are often set in the present or near future, and really 
don't require careful scientific extrapolation.)
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